FEEDBACK
Hi,
Thank you for the article and photoss of
“Bull” Dogs promoting how wonderful
rful
these dogs really are. I have an American
an
Staffie, and she is such a beautiful dog. I walk
her twice a day, she gets fed well (a little too
oo
ly
much sometimes) and is loved like a family
member. I can’t believe the Council can
walk onto your property and take your
dog for no reason and put that awesome dog down
because of the ridiculous laws relating to Pitt bulls. A dog
is a dog, and it should be the knuckleheads that abuse this
breed that should be responsible for the dog’s actions as
the ‘bull’ breed is so faithful and will do whatever their
owner wants them to do. I love these dogs, I love to cuddle
them, kiss their ears and most of all, take responsibility for
raising them in a caring and responsible way. Thank you
once again, – ANDREA
Dear Urban Animal,
Thank you so much for the feature on Beautiful Bull
Breeds (issue 32 - Spring). I have two Staffy’s who
are beautiful and amazing and aren’t just our dogs but
are part of our family. It’s so sad how these beautiful creatures have received such a bad rap. Even worse is walking
them or taking them to dog parks. They love to socialise
with other dogs and love nothing more than chasing a ball
but it breaks my heart when people go out of their way to
avoid them or grab their dogs and leave the park when we
approach. However there are time like last weekend when
we were at a park and we had so many people approach
us to pat our girls, play with them and better still, loved
watching their dogs play with our Staffy’s. Don’t judge
these dogs by what you see or hear in the media. They
have so much love to give and love nothing more than to
be loved. Regards – EFFIE

Dear Urban Animal
I just picked up my first copy of your mag from
my local pet store and I was ecstatic to see a feature
on the beautiful bull breeds. I have an American Staffy
and an American x jack Russell; they bring me constant
joy but it breaks my heart when parents pull their kids
away from us. My girls are as loving and well behaved as
you described and it’s wonderful to see a mag putting a
positive spotlight on the breed. Kudos to you and keep up
the good work! – COURTNEY, (CHANCE + FATE)
Loved the latest Urban and thanks for the free
subscription through Facebook. Can’t wait for the
other issues.– M. KNIGHT
Received my bag of Fruitables in the mail yesterday.
Mishka was very happy to sample them. They smell lovely
and spicy. – J. STILES
Dear Lisa and staff,
I found Urban Animal a number of years ago at
my vet in Camden and continue to enjoy your articles. I
don’t get to the vet much so that’s why I subscribed. Thank
you for the dog treats (Fruitables), Tinks, my little Foxy
loves them and I’ll try to find the other flavours.

Hey Urban Animal-ites :)
I just wanted to drop a quick line and say thank you
on behalf of all adorable bull-breed dogs & their
owners for the beautiful spread. It’s nice to see some
positive press and hopefully this will help change a few
hearts & minds. Cheers – JEN
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